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Antonia Hover

From: Katherine Fleming
Sent: Sunday, August 11, 2019 8:45 PM
To: Commissioner Correspondence
Subject: Docket Nos. 20190015-EG - 20190021-EG.
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Please place the attached emails in Docket Nos. 20190015-EG - 20190021-EG. 
 
Thank you. 
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Antonia Hover

From: definitelydiane=aol.com@mg.gospringboard.io on behalf of Diane Parnell 
<definitelydiane@aol.com>

Sent: Saturday, August 10, 2019 1:04 PM
To: Office of Commissioner Brown
Subject: Florida needs strong energy efficiency standards

Dear Ms. Brown, 
 
Florida will be severely impacted if climate change isn't stopped. We're facing more 
flooding, compromised drinking water, and life-threatening heat waves as a result of rising 
temperatures and rising sea levels.  
 
A cost-effective way to reduce harmful greenhouse gas emissions is through increasing 
energy efficiency standards for energy utilities. Investing in energy efficiency standards has 
the potential to reduce energy bills for Floridians and create quality manufacturing and 
construction jobs, all while reducing greenhouse gas emissions. 
 
I urge you to set strong energy efficiency goals this year. Several utilities have proposed 
goals of zero or close to zero in energy savings through efficiency standards. These 
ridiculous "goals" are unacceptable.  
 
Please prioritize the well-being of Floridians and work to lower energy bills and greenhouse 
gas emissions by setting energy efficiency savings goals of 2% for the state's utilities. 
 
Sincerely,  
 
Diane Parnell 
558 Orange Dr. 
Altamonte Springs FL, 32701-5319  
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Antonia Hover

From: lehighacres23=yahoo.com@mg.gospringboard.io on behalf of Randolph Astwood 
<lehighacres23@yahoo.com>

Sent: Saturday, August 10, 2019 1:01 PM
To: Office of Commissioner Brown
Subject: Florida needs strong energy efficiency standards

Dear Ms. Brown, 
 
Florida will be severely impacted if climate change isn't stopped. We're facing more 
flooding, compromised drinking water, and life-threatening heat waves as a result of rising 
temperatures and rising sea levels.  
 
A cost-effective way to reduce harmful greenhouse gas emissions is through increasing 
energy efficiency standards for energy utilities. Investing in energy efficiency standards has 
the potential to reduce energy bills for Floridians and create quality manufacturing and 
construction jobs, all while reducing greenhouse gas emissions. 
 
I urge you to set strong energy efficiency goals this year. Several utilities have proposed 
goals of zero or close to zero in energy savings through efficiency standards. These 
ridiculous "goals" are unacceptable.  
 
Please prioritize the well-being of Floridians and work to lower energy bills and greenhouse 
gas emissions by setting energy efficiency savings goals of 2% for the state's utilities. 
 
Sincerely,  
 
Randolph Astwood 
376 Old Alemany Place 
Oviedo FL, 32765-5962  
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Antonia Hover

From: bailey_john=bellsouth.net@mg.gospringboard.io on behalf of John Bailey 
<bailey_john@bellsouth.net>

Sent: Saturday, August 10, 2019 12:55 PM
To: Office of Commissioner Brown
Subject: Florida needs strong energy efficiency standards

Dear Ms. Brown, 
 
Florida will be severely impacted if climate change isn't stopped. We're facing more 
flooding, compromised drinking water, and life-threatening heat waves as a result of rising 
temperatures and rising sea levels.  
 
A cost-effective way to reduce harmful greenhouse gas emissions is through increasing 
energy efficiency standards for energy utilities. Investing in energy efficiency standards has 
the potential to reduce energy bills for Floridians and create quality manufacturing and 
construction jobs, all while reducing greenhouse gas emissions. 
 
I urge you to set strong energy efficiency goals this year. Several utilities have proposed 
goals of zero or close to zero in energy savings through efficiency standards. These 
ridiculous "goals" are unacceptable.  
 
Please prioritize the well-being of Floridians and work to lower energy bills and greenhouse 
gas emissions by setting energy efficiency savings goals of 2% for the state's utilities. 
 
Sincerely,  
 
John Bailey 
8262 Boca Glades Blvd E 
Boca Raton FL, 33434-4031  
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Antonia Hover

From: terrlia=hotmail.com@mg.gospringboard.io on behalf of Theresa Lianzi 
<terrlia@hotmail.com>

Sent: Saturday, August 10, 2019 12:54 PM
To: Office of Commissioner Brown
Subject: Energy efficiency standards

Dear Ms. Brown, 
 
Florida will be severely impacted if climate change isn't stopped. We're facing more 
flooding, compromised drinking water, and life-threatening heat waves as a result of rising 
temperatures and rising sea levels.  
 
A cost-effective way to reduce harmful greenhouse gas emissions is through increasing 
energy efficiency standards for energy utilities. Investing in energy efficiency standards has 
the potential to reduce energy bills for Floridians and create quality manufacturing and 
construction jobs, all while reducing greenhouse gas emissions. 
 
I urge you to set strong energy efficiency goals this year. Several utilities have suggested that 
energy efficiency does not save money which is ridiculous. Energy efficiency is the best way 
to reduce energy use. 
 
Please prioritize the well-being of Floridians and work to lower energy bills and greenhouse 
gas emissions by setting energy efficiency savings goals of 2% for the state's utilities. 
 
Sincerely,  
 
Theresa Lianzi 
10444 Severino Ln 
Fort Myers FL, 33913-8674  
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Antonia Hover

From: dre241=juno.com@mg.gospringboard.io on behalf of James Degen <dre241
@juno.com>

Sent: Saturday, August 10, 2019 12:53 PM
To: Office of Commissioner Brown
Subject: Florida needs strong energy efficiency standards

Dear Ms. Brown, 
 
Florida will be severely impacted if climate change isn't stopped. We're facing more 
flooding, compromised drinking water, and life-threatening heat waves as a result of rising 
temperatures and rising sea levels.  
 
A cost-effective way to reduce harmful greenhouse gas emissions is through increasing 
energy efficiency standards for energy utilities. Investing in energy efficiency standards has 
the potential to reduce energy bills for Floridians and create quality manufacturing and 
construction jobs, all while reducing greenhouse gas emissions. 
 
I urge you to set strong energy efficiency goals this year. Several utilities have proposed 
goals of zero or close to zero in energy savings through efficiency standards. These 
ridiculous "goals" are unacceptable.  
 
Please prioritize the well-being of Floridians and work to lower energy bills and greenhouse 
gas emissions by setting energy efficiency savings goals of 2% for the state's utilities. 
 
Sincerely,  
 
James Degen 
3000 US Hwy 17 92 W 
Haines City FL, 33844-8155  
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Antonia Hover

From: tldanos=yahoo.com@mg.gospringboard.io on behalf of Teri Danos 
<tldanos@yahoo.com>

Sent: Saturday, August 10, 2019 12:50 PM
To: Office of Commissioner Brown
Subject: Florida needs strong energy efficiency standards

Dear Ms. Brown, 
 
Florida will be severely impacted if climate change isn't stopped. We're facing more 
flooding, compromised drinking water, and life-threatening heat waves as a result of rising 
temperatures and rising sea levels.  
 
A cost-effective way to reduce harmful greenhouse gas emissions is through increasing 
energy efficiency standards for energy utilities. Investing in energy efficiency standards has 
the potential to reduce energy bills for Floridians and create quality manufacturing and 
construction jobs, all while reducing greenhouse gas emissions. 
 
I urge you to set strong energy efficiency goals this year. Several utilities have proposed 
goals of zero or close to zero in energy savings through efficiency standards. These 
ridiculous "goals" are unacceptable.  
 
Please prioritize the well-being of Floridians and work to lower energy bills and greenhouse 
gas emissions by setting energy efficiency savings goals of 2% for the state's utilities. 
 
Sincerely,  
 
Teri Danos 
3207 Hidalgo Dr 
Orlando FL, 32812-6650  
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Antonia Hover

From: willypigpen=gmail.com@mg.gospringboard.io on behalf of Jovette Gura 
<willypigpen@gmail.com>

Sent: Saturday, August 10, 2019 12:45 PM
To: Office of Commissioner Brown
Subject: Florida needs strong energy efficiency standards

Dear Ms. Brown, 
 
Florida will be severely impacted if climate change isn't stopped. We're facing more 
flooding, compromised drinking water, and life-threatening heat waves as a result of rising 
temperatures and rising sea levels.  
 
A cost-effective way to reduce harmful greenhouse gas emissions is through increasing 
energy efficiency standards for energy utilities. Investing in energy efficiency standards has 
the potential to reduce energy bills for Floridians and create quality manufacturing and 
construction jobs, all while reducing greenhouse gas emissions. 
 
I urge you to set strong energy efficiency goals this year. Several utilities have proposed 
goals of zero or close to zero in energy savings through efficiency standards. These 
ridiculous "goals" are unacceptable.  
 
Please prioritize the well-being of Floridians and work to lower energy bills and greenhouse 
gas emissions by setting energy efficiency savings goals of 2% for the state's utilities. 
 
Sincerely,  
 
Jovette Gura 
4201 NW Highway 70 
Arcadia FL, 34266-5368  
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Antonia Hover

From: donnagifun=hotmail.com@mg.gospringboard.io on behalf of Donna Gifun 
<donnagifun@hotmail.com>

Sent: Saturday, August 10, 2019 8:41 PM
To: Office of Commissioner Brown
Subject: Florida needs strong energy efficiency standards

Dear Ms. Brown, 
 
Florida will be severely impacted if climate change isn't stopped. We're facing more 
flooding, compromised drinking water, and life-threatening heat waves as a result of rising 
temperatures and rising sea levels.  
 
A cost-effective way to reduce harmful greenhouse gas emissions is through increasing 
energy efficiency standards for energy utilities. Investing in energy efficiency standards has 
the potential to reduce energy bills for Floridians and create quality manufacturing and 
construction jobs, all while reducing greenhouse gas emissions. 
 
I urge you to set strong energy efficiency goals this year. Several utilities have proposed 
goals of zero or close to zero in energy savings through efficiency standards. These 
ridiculous "goals" are unacceptable.  
 
Please prioritize the well-being of Floridians and work to lower energy bills and greenhouse 
gas emissions by setting energy efficiency savings goals of 2% for the state's utilities. 
 
Sincerely,  
 
Donna Gifun 
PO Box 282 
Highland City FL, 33846-0282  
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Antonia Hover

From: jillj1115=embarqmail.com@mg.gospringboard.io on behalf of Jill Janda <jillj1115
@embarqmail.com>

Sent: Saturday, August 10, 2019 12:41 PM
To: Office of Commissioner Brown
Subject: Florida needs strong energy efficiency standards

Dear Ms. Brown, 
 
Florida will be severely impacted if climate change isn't stopped. We're facing more 
flooding, compromised drinking water, and life-threatening heat waves as a result of rising 
temperatures and rising sea levels.  
 
A cost-effective way to reduce harmful greenhouse gas emissions is through increasing 
energy efficiency standards for energy utilities. Investing in energy efficiency standards has 
the potential to reduce energy bills for Floridians and create quality manufacturing and 
construction jobs, all while reducing greenhouse gas emissions. 
 
I urge you to set strong energy efficiency goals this year. Several utilities have proposed 
goals of zero or close to zero in energy savings through efficiency standards. These 
ridiculous "goals" are unacceptable.  
 
Please prioritize the well-being of Floridians and work to lower energy bills and greenhouse 
gas emissions by setting energy efficiency savings goals of 2% for the state's utilities. 
 
Sincerely,  
 
Jill Janda 
1489 Albatross Rd 
Sanibel FL, 33957-3603  
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Antonia Hover

From: pennysobering=yahoo.com@mg.gospringboard.io on behalf of Penelope Sobering 
<pennysobering@yahoo.com>

Sent: Saturday, August 10, 2019 12:41 PM
To: Office of Commissioner Brown
Subject: Florida needs strong energy efficiency standards

Dear Ms. Brown, 
 
Florida will be severely impacted if climate change isn't stopped. We're facing more 
flooding, compromised drinking water, and life-threatening heat waves as a result of rising 
temperatures and rising sea levels.  
 
A cost-effective way to reduce harmful greenhouse gas emissions is through increasing 
energy efficiency standards for energy utilities. Investing in energy efficiency standards has 
the potential to reduce energy bills for Floridians and create quality manufacturing and 
construction jobs, all while reducing greenhouse gas emissions. 
 
I urge you to set strong energy efficiency goals this year. Several utilities have proposed 
goals of zero or close to zero in energy savings through efficiency standards. These 
ridiculous "goals" are unacceptable.  
 
Please prioritize the well-being of Floridians and work to lower energy bills and greenhouse 
gas emissions by setting energy efficiency savings goals of 2% for the state's utilities. 
 
Sincerely,  
 
Penelope Sobering 
4035 S Mark Dr 
Sarasota FL, 34232-4831  
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Antonia Hover

From: jillj1115=embarqmail.com@mg.gospringboard.io on behalf of Jill Janda <jillj1115
@embarqmail.com>

Sent: Saturday, August 10, 2019 12:41 PM
To: Office of Commissioner Brown
Subject: Florida needs strong energy efficiency standards

Dear Ms. Brown, 
 
Florida will be severely impacted if climate change isn't stopped. We're facing more 
flooding, compromised drinking water, and life-threatening heat waves as a result of rising 
temperatures and rising sea levels.  
 
A cost-effective way to reduce harmful greenhouse gas emissions is through increasing 
energy efficiency standards for energy utilities. Investing in energy efficiency standards has 
the potential to reduce energy bills for Floridians and create quality manufacturing and 
construction jobs, all while reducing greenhouse gas emissions. 
 
I urge you to set strong energy efficiency goals this year. Several utilities have proposed 
goals of zero or close to zero in energy savings through efficiency standards. These 
ridiculous "goals" are unacceptable.  
 
Please prioritize the well-being of Floridians and work to lower energy bills and greenhouse 
gas emissions by setting energy efficiency savings goals of 2% for the state's utilities. 
 
Sincerely,  
 
Jill Janda 
1489 Albatross Rd 
Sanibel FL, 33957-3603  
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Antonia Hover

From: ajheide=yahoo.com@mg.gospringboard.io on behalf of Andra Heide 
<ajheide@yahoo.com>

Sent: Saturday, August 10, 2019 12:40 PM
To: Office of Commissioner Brown
Subject: Florida needs strong energy efficiency standards

Dear Ms. Brown, 
 
Florida will be severely impacted if climate change isn't stopped. We're facing more 
flooding, compromised drinking water, and life-threatening heat waves as a result of rising 
temperatures and rising sea levels.  
 
A cost-effective way to reduce harmful greenhouse gas emissions is through increasing 
energy efficiency standards for energy utilities. Investing in energy efficiency standards has 
the potential to reduce energy bills for Floridians and create quality manufacturing and 
construction jobs, all while reducing greenhouse gas emissions. 
 
I urge you to set strong energy efficiency goals this year. Several utilities have proposed 
goals of zero or close to zero in energy savings through efficiency standards. These 
ridiculous "goals" are unacceptable.  
 
Please prioritize the well-being of Floridians and work to lower energy bills and greenhouse 
gas emissions by setting energy efficiency savings goals of 2% for the state's utilities. 
 
Sincerely,  
 
Andra Heide 
2653 Tulip Hill Rd 
Pace FL, 32571-6787  
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Antonia Hover

From: homenewsmyrna=yahoo.com@mg.gospringboard.io on behalf of Judith Burt 
<homenewsmyrna@yahoo.com>

Sent: Saturday, August 10, 2019 12:39 PM
To: Office of Commissioner Brown
Subject: Florida needs strong energy efficiency standards

Dear Ms. Brown, 
 
Florida will be severely impacted if climate change isn't stopped. We're facing more 
flooding, compromised drinking water, and life-threatening heat waves as a result of rising 
temperatures and rising sea levels.  
 
A cost-effective way to reduce harmful greenhouse gas emissions is through increasing 
energy efficiency standards for energy utilities. Investing in energy efficiency standards has 
the potential to reduce energy bills for Floridians and create quality manufacturing and 
construction jobs, all while reducing greenhouse gas emissions. 
 
I urge you to set strong energy efficiency goals this year. Several utilities have proposed 
goals of zero or close to zero in energy savings through efficiency standards. These 
ridiculous "goals" are unacceptable.  
 
Please prioritize the well-being of Floridians and work to lower energy bills and greenhouse 
gas emissions by setting energy efficiency savings goals of 2% for the state's utilities. 
 
Sincerely,  
 
Judith Burt 
PO Box 2147 
New Smyrna FL, 32170-2147  
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Antonia Hover

From: small.belt=icloud.com@mg.gospringboard.io on behalf of Sandra Smallwood-Beltran 
<small.belt@icloud.com>

Sent: Saturday, August 10, 2019 12:38 PM
To: Office of Commissioner Brown
Subject: Florida needs strong energy efficiency standards

Dear Ms. Brown, 
 
Florida will be severely impacted if climate change isn't stopped. We're facing more 
flooding, compromised drinking water, and life-threatening heat waves as a result of rising 
temperatures and rising sea levels.  
 
A cost-effective way to reduce harmful greenhouse gas emissions is through increasing 
energy efficiency standards for energy utilities. Investing in energy efficiency standards has 
the potential to reduce energy bills for Floridians and create quality manufacturing and 
construction jobs, all while reducing greenhouse gas emissions. 
 
I urge you to set strong energy efficiency goals this year. Several utilities have proposed 
goals of zero or close to zero in energy savings through efficiency standards. These 
ridiculous "goals" are unacceptable.  
 
Please prioritize the well-being of Floridians and work to lower energy bills and greenhouse 
gas emissions by setting energy efficiency savings goals of 2% for the state's utilities. 
 
Sincerely,  
 
Sandra Smallwood-Beltran 
2353 SW 26th ter 
Miami FL, 33133-2307  
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Antonia Hover

From: twinkly2=cox.net@mg.gospringboard.io on behalf of Ginger Brewer <twinkly2
@cox.net>

Sent: Saturday, August 10, 2019 12:31 PM
To: Office of Commissioner Brown
Subject: Florida needs strong energy efficiency standards

Dear Ms. Brown, 
 
Florida will be severely impacted if climate change isn't stopped. We're facing more 
flooding, compromised drinking water, and life-threatening heat waves as a result of rising 
temperatures and rising sea levels.  
 
A cost-effective way to reduce harmful greenhouse gas emissions is through increasing 
energy efficiency standards for energy utilities. Investing in energy efficiency standards has 
the potential to reduce energy bills for Floridians and create quality manufacturing and 
construction jobs, all while reducing greenhouse gas emissions. 
 
I urge you to set strong energy efficiency goals this year. Several utilities have proposed 
goals of zero or close to zero in energy savings through efficiency standards. These 
ridiculous "goals" are unacceptable.  
 
Please prioritize the well-being of Floridians and work to lower energy bills and greenhouse 
gas emissions by setting energy efficiency savings goals of 2% for the state's utilities. 
 
Sincerely,  
 
Ginger Brewer 
1024 Willow Lake Circle 
Pensacola FL, 32506-9542  
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Antonia Hover

From: rajesvaribren=yahoo.com@mg.gospringboard.io on behalf of Brenda Macedo 
<rajesvaribren@yahoo.com>

Sent: Saturday, August 10, 2019 8:32 PM
To: Office of Commissioner Brown
Subject: Florida needs strong energy efficiency standards

Dear Ms. Brown, 
 
Florida will be severely impacted if climate change isn't stopped. We're facing more 
flooding, compromised drinking water, and life-threatening heat waves as a result of rising 
temperatures and rising sea levels.  
 
A cost-effective way to reduce harmful greenhouse gas emissions is through increasing 
energy efficiency standards for energy utilities. Investing in energy efficiency standards has 
the potential to reduce energy bills for Floridians and create quality manufacturing and 
construction jobs, all while reducing greenhouse gas emissions. 
 
I urge you to set strong energy efficiency goals this year. Several utilities have proposed 
goals of zero or close to zero in energy savings through efficiency standards. These 
ridiculous "goals" are unacceptable.  
 
Please prioritize the well-being of Floridians and work to lower energy bills and greenhouse 
gas emissions by setting energy efficiency savings goals of 2% for the state's utilities. 
 
Sincerely,  
 
Brenda Macedo 
2004 Lake Osborne Dr 19 
Lake Worth FL, 33461-6815  
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Antonia Hover

From: mwalls50=comcast.net@mg.gospringboard.io on behalf of Mary Walls <mwalls50
@comcast.net>

Sent: Saturday, August 10, 2019 12:34 PM
To: Office of Commissioner Brown
Subject: Florida needs strong energy efficiency standards

Dear Ms. Brown, 
 
Florida will be severely impacted if climate change isn't stopped. We're facing more 
flooding, compromised drinking water, and life-threatening heat waves as a result of rising 
temperatures and rising sea levels.  
 
A cost-effective way to reduce harmful greenhouse gas emissions is through increasing 
energy efficiency standards for energy utilities. Investing in energy efficiency standards has 
the potential to reduce energy bills for Floridians and create quality manufacturing and 
construction jobs, all while reducing greenhouse gas emissions. 
 
I urge you to set strong energy efficiency goals this year. Several utilities have proposed 
goals of zero or close to zero in energy savings through efficiency standards. These 
ridiculous "goals" are unacceptable.  
 
Please prioritize the well-being of Floridians and work to lower energy bills and greenhouse 
gas emissions by setting energy efficiency savings goals of 2% for the state's utilities. 
 
Sincerely,  
 
Mary Walls 
10450 Keuka Drive 
Jacksonville FL, 32218-5220  
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Antonia Hover

From: heatherbraut=yahoo.com@mg.gospringboard.io on behalf of Heather Braut 
<heatherbraut@yahoo.com>

Sent: Saturday, August 10, 2019 12:34 PM
To: Office of Commissioner Brown
Subject: Florida needs strong energy efficiency standards

Dear Ms. Brown, 
 
Florida will be severely impacted if climate change isn't stopped. We're facing more 
flooding, compromised drinking water, and life-threatening heat waves as a result of rising 
temperatures and rising sea levels.  
 
A cost-effective way to reduce harmful greenhouse gas emissions is through increasing 
energy efficiency standards for energy utilities. Investing in energy efficiency standards has 
the potential to reduce energy bills for Floridians and create quality manufacturing and 
construction jobs, all while reducing greenhouse gas emissions. 
 
I urge you to set strong energy efficiency goals this year. Several utilities have proposed 
goals of zero or close to zero in energy savings through efficiency standards. These 
ridiculous "goals" are unacceptable.  
 
Please prioritize the well-being of Floridians and work to lower energy bills and greenhouse 
gas emissions by setting energy efficiency savings goals of 2% for the state's utilities. 
 
Sincerely,  
 
Heather Braut 
102 Bellini Ct 
Nokomis FL, 34275-6689  
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Antonia Hover

From: morleynaturist=hotmail.com@mg.gospringboard.io on behalf of Morley Schloss 
<morleynaturist@hotmail.com>

Sent: Saturday, August 10, 2019 8:28 PM
To: Office of Commissioner Brown
Subject: Florida needs strong energy efficiency standards

Dear Ms. Brown, 
 
Florida will be severely impacted if climate change isn't stopped. We're facing more 
flooding, compromised drinking water, and life-threatening heat waves as a result of rising 
temperatures and rising sea levels.  
 
A cost-effective way to reduce harmful greenhouse gas emissions is through increasing 
energy efficiency standards for energy utilities. Investing in energy efficiency standards has 
the potential to reduce energy bills for Floridians and create quality manufacturing and 
construction jobs, all while reducing greenhouse gas emissions. 
 
I urge you to set strong energy efficiency goals this year. Several utilities have proposed 
goals of zero or close to zero in energy savings through efficiency standards. These 
ridiculous "goals" are unacceptable.  
 
Please prioritize the well-being of Floridians and work to lower energy bills and greenhouse 
gas emissions by setting energy efficiency savings goals of 2% for the state's utilities. 
 
Sincerely,  
 
Morley Schloss 
14125 North Rd 
Loxahatchee Groves FL, 33470-4603  
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Antonia Hover

From: evoloveunlimited=yahoo.com@mg.gospringboard.io on behalf of Yvonne Grams 
<evoloveunlimited@yahoo.com>

Sent: Saturday, August 10, 2019 8:28 PM
To: Office of Commissioner Brown
Subject: Florida needs strong energy efficiency standards

Dear Ms. Brown, 
 
Florida will be severely impacted if climate change isn't stopped. We're facing more 
flooding, compromised drinking water, and life-threatening heat waves as a result of rising 
temperatures and rising sea levels.  
 
A cost-effective way to reduce harmful greenhouse gas emissions is through increasing 
energy efficiency standards for energy utilities. Investing in energy efficiency standards has 
the potential to reduce energy bills for Floridians and create quality manufacturing and 
construction jobs, all while reducing greenhouse gas emissions. 
 
I urge you to set strong energy efficiency goals this year. Several utilities have proposed 
goals of zero or close to zero in energy savings through efficiency standards. These 
ridiculous "goals" are unacceptable.  
 
Please prioritize the well-being of Floridians and work to lower energy bills and greenhouse 
gas emissions by setting energy efficiency savings goals of 2% for the state's utilities. 
 
Sincerely,  
 
Yvonne Grams 
216 NW. 50 street 
miami FL, 33127-2151  
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Antonia Hover

From: probasco.brenda=gmail.com@mg.gospringboard.io on behalf of Brenda Probasco 
<probasco.brenda@gmail.com>

Sent: Saturday, August 10, 2019 12:32 PM
To: Office of Commissioner Brown
Subject: Florida needs strong energy efficiency standards

Dear Ms. Brown, 
 
Florida will be severely impacted if climate change isn't stopped. We're facing more 
flooding, compromised drinking water, and life-threatening heat waves as a result of rising 
temperatures and rising sea levels.  
 
A cost-effective way to reduce harmful greenhouse gas emissions is through increasing 
energy efficiency standards for energy utilities. Investing in energy efficiency standards has 
the potential to reduce energy bills for Floridians and create quality manufacturing and 
construction jobs, all while reducing greenhouse gas emissions. 
 
I urge you to set strong energy efficiency goals this year. Several utilities have proposed 
goals of zero or close to zero in energy savings through efficiency standards. These 
ridiculous "goals" are unacceptable.  
 
Please prioritize the well-being of Floridians and work to lower energy bills and greenhouse 
gas emissions by setting energy efficiency savings goals of 2% for the state's utilities. 
 
Sincerely,  
 
Brenda Probasco 
1099 52nd Street South 
Gulfport FL, 33707-3664  
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Antonia Hover

From: docjoe23=att.net@mg.gospringboard.io on behalf of Joe Wiggins <docjoe23@att.net>
Sent: Saturday, August 10, 2019 12:32 PM
To: Office of Commissioner Brown
Subject: Florida needs strong energy efficiency standards

Dear Ms. Brown, 
 
Florida will be severely impacted if climate change isn't stopped. We're facing more 
flooding, compromised drinking water, and life-threatening heat waves as a result of rising 
temperatures and rising sea levels.  
 
A cost-effective way to reduce harmful greenhouse gas emissions is through increasing 
energy efficiency standards for energy utilities. Investing in energy efficiency standards has 
the potential to reduce energy bills for Floridians and create quality manufacturing and 
construction jobs, all while reducing greenhouse gas emissions. 
 
I urge you to set strong energy efficiency goals this year. Several utilities have proposed 
goals of zero or close to zero in energy savings through efficiency standards. These 
ridiculous "goals" are unacceptable.  
 
Please prioritize the well-being of Floridians and work to lower energy bills and greenhouse 
gas emissions by setting energy efficiency savings goals of 2% for the state's utilities. 
 
Sincerely,  
 
Joe Wiggins 
981 Ruth Avenue 
Jacksonville Beach FL, 32250-3167  
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Antonia Hover

From: twinkly2=cox.net@mg.gospringboard.io on behalf of Ginger Brewer <twinkly2
@cox.net>

Sent: Saturday, August 10, 2019 12:31 PM
To: Office of Commissioner Brown
Subject: Florida needs strong energy efficiency standards

Dear Ms. Brown, 
 
Florida will be severely impacted if climate change isn't stopped. We're facing more 
flooding, compromised drinking water, and life-threatening heat waves as a result of rising 
temperatures and rising sea levels.  
 
A cost-effective way to reduce harmful greenhouse gas emissions is through increasing 
energy efficiency standards for energy utilities. Investing in energy efficiency standards has 
the potential to reduce energy bills for Floridians and create quality manufacturing and 
construction jobs, all while reducing greenhouse gas emissions. 
 
I urge you to set strong energy efficiency goals this year. Several utilities have proposed 
goals of zero or close to zero in energy savings through efficiency standards. These 
ridiculous "goals" are unacceptable.  
 
Please prioritize the well-being of Floridians and work to lower energy bills and greenhouse 
gas emissions by setting energy efficiency savings goals of 2% for the state's utilities. 
 
Sincerely,  
 
Ginger Brewer 
1024 Willow Lake Circle 
Pensacola FL, 32506-9542  
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Antonia Hover

From: susanponchot=aol.com@mg.gospringboard.io on behalf of Susan Ponchot 
<susanponchot@aol.com>

Sent: Saturday, August 10, 2019 12:29 PM
To: Office of Commissioner Brown
Subject: Florida needs strong energy efficiency standards

Dear Ms. Brown, 
 
Florida will be severely impacted if climate change isn't stopped. We're facing more 
flooding, compromised drinking water, and life-threatening heat waves as a result of rising 
temperatures and rising sea levels.  
 
A cost-effective way to reduce harmful greenhouse gas emissions is through increasing 
energy efficiency standards for energy utilities. Investing in energy efficiency standards has 
the potential to reduce energy bills for Floridians and create quality manufacturing and 
construction jobs, all while reducing greenhouse gas emissions. 
 
I urge you to set strong energy efficiency goals this year. Several utilities have proposed 
goals of zero or close to zero in energy savings through efficiency standards. These 
ridiculous "goals" are unacceptable.  
 
Please prioritize the well-being of Floridians and work to lower energy bills and greenhouse 
gas emissions by setting energy efficiency savings goals of 2% for the state's utilities. 
 
Sincerely,  
 
Susan Ponchot 
9370 NW 39th Court 
SUNRISE FL, 33351-5935  
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Antonia Hover

From: citizen101=earthlink.net@mg.gospringboard.io on behalf of Jeff Thompson <citizen101
@earthlink.net>

Sent: Saturday, August 10, 2019 8:03 PM
To: Office of Commissioner Brown
Subject: Florida needs strong energy efficiency standards

Dear Ms. Brown, 
 
Florida will be severely impacted if climate change isn't stopped. We're facing more 
flooding, compromised drinking water, and life-threatening heat waves as a result of rising 
temperatures and rising sea levels.  
 
A cost-effective way to reduce harmful greenhouse gas emissions is through increasing 
energy efficiency standards for energy utilities. Investing in energy efficiency standards has 
the potential to reduce energy bills for Floridians and create quality manufacturing and 
construction jobs, all while reducing greenhouse gas emissions. 
 
I urge you to set strong energy efficiency goals this year. Several utilities have proposed 
goals of zero or close to zero in energy savings through efficiency standards. These 
ridiculous "goals" are unacceptable.  
 
Please prioritize the well-being of Floridians and work to lower energy bills and greenhouse 
gas emissions by setting energy efficiency savings goals of 2% for the state's utilities. 
 
Sincerely,  
 
Jeff Thompson 
575 East Lake Road 
Quincy FL, 32351-8093  
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Antonia Hover

From: jr_rmb=att.net@mg.gospringboard.io on behalf of Robert Band <jr_rmb@att.net>
Sent: Saturday, August 10, 2019 12:27 PM
To: Office of Commissioner Brown
Subject: Florida needs strong energy efficiency standards

Dear Ms. Brown, 
 
Florida will be severely impacted if climate change isn't stopped. We're facing more 
flooding, compromised drinking water, and life-threatening heat waves as a result of rising 
temperatures and rising sea levels.  
 
A cost-effective way to reduce harmful greenhouse gas emissions is through increasing 
energy efficiency standards for energy utilities. Investing in energy efficiency standards has 
the potential to reduce energy bills for Floridians and create quality manufacturing and 
construction jobs, all while reducing greenhouse gas emissions. 
 
I urge you to set strong energy efficiency goals this year. Several utilities have proposed 
goals of zero or close to zero in energy savings through efficiency standards. These 
ridiculous "goals" are unacceptable.  
 
Please prioritize the well-being of Floridians and work to lower energy bills and greenhouse 
gas emissions by setting energy efficiency savings goals of 2% for the state's utilities. 
 
Sincerely,  
 
Robert Band 
1211 goldenrod cir 
Palm Bay FL, 32905-8627  
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Antonia Hover

From: keth=awakening-healing.com@mg.gospringboard.io on behalf of KETH LUKE 
<keth@awakening-healing.com>

Sent: Saturday, August 10, 2019 8:21 PM
To: Office of Commissioner Brown
Subject: Florida needs strong energy efficiency standards

Dear Ms. Brown, 
 
Florida will be severely impacted if climate change isn't stopped. We're facing more 
flooding, compromised drinking water, and life-threatening heat waves as a result of rising 
temperatures and rising sea levels.  
 
A cost-effective way to reduce harmful greenhouse gas emissions is through increasing 
energy efficiency standards for energy utilities. Investing in energy efficiency standards has 
the potential to reduce energy bills for Floridians and create quality manufacturing and 
construction jobs, all while reducing greenhouse gas emissions. 
 
I urge you to set strong energy efficiency goals this year. Several utilities have proposed 
goals of zero or close to zero in energy savings through efficiency standards. These 
ridiculous "goals" are unacceptable.  
 
Please prioritize the well-being of Floridians and work to lower energy bills and greenhouse 
gas emissions by setting energy efficiency savings goals of 2% for the state's utilities. 
 
Sincerely,  
 
KETH LUKE 
5438 Tennessee Ave 
New Port Richey FL, 34652-2932  
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Antonia Hover

From: okamiwa1=verizon.net@mg.gospringboard.io on behalf of Christine Hervig <okamiwa1
@verizon.net>

Sent: Saturday, August 10, 2019 8:19 PM
To: Office of Commissioner Brown
Subject: Florida needs strong energy efficiency standards

Dear Ms. Brown, 
 
Florida will be severely impacted if climate change isn't stopped. We're facing more 
flooding, compromised drinking water, and life-threatening heat waves as a result of rising 
temperatures and rising sea levels.  
 
A cost-effective way to reduce harmful greenhouse gas emissions is through increasing 
energy efficiency standards for energy utilities. Investing in energy efficiency standards has 
the potential to reduce energy bills for Floridians and create quality manufacturing and 
construction jobs, all while reducing greenhouse gas emissions. 
 
I urge you to set strong energy efficiency goals this year. Several utilities have proposed 
goals of zero or close to zero in energy savings through efficiency standards. These 
ridiculous "goals" are unacceptable.  
 
Please prioritize the well-being of Floridians and work to lower energy bills and greenhouse 
gas emissions by setting energy efficiency savings goals of 2% for the state's utilities. 
 
Sincerely,  
 
Christine Hervig 
5269 Benjamin Lane 
Sarasota FL, 34233-2446  
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Antonia Hover

From: sdunlev1=tampabay.rr.com@mg.gospringboard.io on behalf of Susan Dunlevy 
<sdunlev1@tampabay.rr.com>

Sent: Saturday, August 10, 2019 12:22 PM
To: Office of Commissioner Brown
Subject: Florida needs strong energy efficiency standards

Dear Ms. Brown, 
 
Florida will be severely impacted if climate change isn't stopped. We're facing more 
flooding, compromised drinking water, and life-threatening heat waves as a result of rising 
temperatures and rising sea levels.  
 
A cost-effective way to reduce harmful greenhouse gas emissions is through increasing 
energy efficiency standards for energy utilities. Investing in energy efficiency standards has 
the potential to reduce energy bills for Floridians and create quality manufacturing and 
construction jobs, all while reducing greenhouse gas emissions. 
 
I urge you to set strong energy efficiency goals this year. Several utilities have proposed 
goals of zero or close to zero in energy savings through efficiency standards. These 
ridiculous "goals" are unacceptable.  
 
Please prioritize the well-being of Floridians and work to lower energy bills and greenhouse 
gas emissions by setting energy efficiency savings goals of 2% for the state's utilities. 
 
Sincerely,  
 
Susan Dunlevy 
3820 W. Azeele Street, Unit 305 
Tampa FL, 33609-3993  
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Antonia Hover

From: sailorgirl2bfree=yahoo.com@mg.gospringboard.io on behalf of Karen Hermanson 
Supporter <sailorgirl2bfree@yahoo.com>

Sent: Saturday, August 10, 2019 5:19 PM
To: Office of Commissioner Brown
Subject: Florida needs strong energy efficiency standards

Dear Ms. Brown, 
 
Florida will be severely impacted if climate change isn't stopped. We're facing more 
flooding, compromised drinking water, and life-threatening heat waves as a result of rising 
temperatures and rising sea levels.  
 
A cost-effective way to reduce harmful greenhouse gas emissions is through increasing 
energy efficiency standards for energy utilities. Investing in energy efficiency standards has 
the potential to reduce energy bills for Floridians and create quality manufacturing and 
construction jobs, all while reducing greenhouse gas emissions. 
 
I urge you to set strong energy efficiency goals this year. Several utilities have proposed 
goals of zero or close to zero in energy savings through efficiency standards. These 
ridiculous "goals" are unacceptable.  
 
Please prioritize the well-being of Floridians and work to lower energy bills and greenhouse 
gas emissions by setting energy efficiency savings goals of 2% for the state's utilities. 
 
Sincerely,  
 
Karen Hermanson Supporter 
5600 Collins Ave 4G 
Miami Beach FL, 33140-2403  
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Antonia Hover

From: rossmaclean68=yahoo.com@mg.gospringboard.io on behalf of J. Ross Maclean 
<rossmaclean68@yahoo.com>

Sent: Saturday, August 10, 2019 12:20 PM
To: Office of Commissioner Brown
Subject: Florida needs strong energy efficiency standards

Dear Ms. Brown, 
 
Florida will be severely impacted if climate change isn't stopped. We're facing more 
flooding, compromised drinking water, and life-threatening heat waves as a result of rising 
temperatures and rising sea levels.  
 
A cost-effective way to reduce harmful greenhouse gas emissions is through increasing 
energy efficiency standards for energy utilities. Investing in energy efficiency standards has 
the potential to reduce energy bills for Floridians and create quality manufacturing and 
construction jobs, all while reducing greenhouse gas emissions. 
 
I urge you to set strong energy efficiency goals this year. Several utilities have proposed 
goals of zero or close to zero in energy savings through efficiency standards. These 
ridiculous "goals" are unacceptable.  
 
It is illogical to continue on a path leading toward unsustainability for living in the state, 
resulting in a complete loss of customers for the energy companies. It is a form of slow 
suicide! 
 
Please prioritize the well-being of Floridians and work to lower energy bills and greenhouse 
gas emissions by setting energy efficiency savings goals of 2% for the state's utilities. 
 
Sincerely,  
 
J. Ross Maclean 
16599 SW 64th St 
Ocala FL, 34481-5310  
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Antonia Hover

From: tonyborzillo1944=gmail.com@mg.gospringboard.io on behalf of Anthony Borzillo 
<tonyborzillo1944@gmail.com>

Sent: Saturday, August 10, 2019 12:17 PM
To: Office of Commissioner Brown
Subject: Florida needs strong energy efficiency standards

Dear Ms. Brown, 
 
Florida will be severely impacted if climate change isn't stopped. We're facing more 
flooding, compromised drinking water, and life-threatening heat waves as a result of rising 
temperatures and rising sea levels.  
 
A cost-effective way to reduce harmful greenhouse gas emissions is through increasing 
energy efficiency standards for energy utilities. Investing in energy efficiency standards has 
the potential to reduce energy bills for Floridians and create quality manufacturing and 
construction jobs, all while reducing greenhouse gas emissions. 
 
I urge you to set strong energy efficiency goals this year. Several utilities have proposed 
goals of zero or close to zero in energy savings through efficiency standards. These 
ridiculous "goals" are unacceptable.  
 
Please prioritize the well-being of Floridians and work to lower energy bills and greenhouse 
gas emissions by setting energy efficiency savings goals of 2% for the state's utilities. 
 
Sincerely,  
 
Anthony Borzillo 
2521 W Diana St 
Tampa FL, 33614-4201  
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Antonia Hover

From: kflood23=hotmail.com@mg.gospringboard.io on behalf of Kathryn Flood <kflood23
@hotmail.com>

Sent: Saturday, August 10, 2019 4:13 PM
To: Office of Commissioner Brown
Subject: Florida needs strong energy efficiency standards

Dear Ms. Brown, 
 
Florida will be severely impacted if climate change isn't stopped. We're facing more 
flooding, compromised drinking water, and life-threatening heat waves as a result of rising 
temperatures and rising sea levels.  
 
A cost-effective way to reduce harmful greenhouse gas emissions is through increasing 
energy efficiency standards for energy utilities. Investing in energy efficiency standards has 
the potential to reduce energy bills for Floridians and create quality manufacturing and 
construction jobs, all while reducing greenhouse gas emissions. 
 
I urge you to set strong energy efficiency goals this year. Several utilities have proposed 
goals of zero or close to zero in energy savings through efficiency standards. These 
ridiculous "goals" are unacceptable.  
 
Please prioritize the well-being of Floridians and work to lower energy bills and greenhouse 
gas emissions by setting energy efficiency savings goals of 2% for the state's utilities. 
 
Sincerely,  
 
Kathryn Flood 
1177 SE Westminster Place 
Stuart FL, 34997-5593  
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Antonia Hover

From: marjre=yahoo.com@mg.gospringboard.io on behalf of Marjorie Gelber 
<marjre@yahoo.com>

Sent: Saturday, August 10, 2019 12:13 PM
To: Office of Commissioner Brown
Subject: Florida needs strong energy efficiency standards

Dear Ms. Brown, 
 
Florida will be severely impacted if climate change isn't stopped. We're facing more 
flooding, compromised drinking water, and life-threatening heat waves as a result of rising 
temperatures and rising sea levels.  
 
A cost-effective way to reduce harmful greenhouse gas emissions is through increasing 
energy efficiency standards for energy utilities. Investing in energy efficiency standards has 
the potential to reduce energy bills for Floridians and create quality manufacturing and 
construction jobs, all while reducing greenhouse gas emissions. 
 
I urge you to set strong energy efficiency goals this year. Several utilities have proposed 
goals of zero or close to zero in energy savings through efficiency standards. These 
ridiculous "goals" are unacceptable.  
 
Please prioritize the well-being of Floridians and work to lower energy bills and greenhouse 
gas emissions by setting energy efficiency savings goals of 2% for the state's utilities. 
 
Sincerely,  
 
Marjorie Gelber 
1619 NE 5 Court 
Fort Lauderdale FL, 33301-1329  
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Antonia Hover

From: camlandinez=yahoo.com@mg.gospringboard.io on behalf of Gregory Barton 
<camlandinez@yahoo.com>

Sent: Saturday, August 10, 2019 12:10 PM
To: Office of Commissioner Brown
Subject: Florida needs strong energy efficiency standards

Dear Ms. Brown, 
 
Florida will be severely impacted if climate change isn't stopped. We're facing more 
flooding, compromised drinking water, and life-threatening heat waves as a result of rising 
temperatures and rising sea levels.  
 
A cost-effective way to reduce harmful greenhouse gas emissions is through increasing 
energy efficiency standards for energy utilities. Investing in energy efficiency standards has 
the potential to reduce energy bills for Floridians and create quality manufacturing and 
construction jobs, all while reducing greenhouse gas emissions. 
 
I urge you to set strong energy efficiency goals this year. Several utilities have proposed 
goals of zero or close to zero in energy savings through efficiency standards. These 
ridiculous "goals" are unacceptable.  
 
Please prioritize the well-being of Floridians and work to lower energy bills and greenhouse 
gas emissions by setting energy efficiency savings goals of 2% for the state's utilities. 
 
Sincerely,  
 
Gregory Barton 
6650 Corporate Center Parkway 
Jacksonville FL, 32216-0988  
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Antonia Hover

From: jdenis0804=yahoo.com@mg.gospringboard.io on behalf of Jessica Denis <jdenis0804
@yahoo.com>

Sent: Saturday, August 10, 2019 12:15 PM
To: Office of Commissioner Brown
Subject: Florida needs strong energy efficiency standards

Dear Ms. Brown, 
 
Florida will be severely impacted if climate change isn't stopped. We're facing more 
flooding, compromised drinking water, and life-threatening heat waves as a result of rising 
temperatures and rising sea levels.  
 
A cost-effective way to reduce harmful greenhouse gas emissions is through increasing 
energy efficiency standards for energy utilities. Investing in energy efficiency standards has 
the potential to reduce energy bills for Floridians and create quality manufacturing and 
construction jobs, all while reducing greenhouse gas emissions. 
 
I urge you to set strong energy efficiency goals this year. Several utilities have proposed 
goals of zero or close to zero in energy savings through efficiency standards. These 
ridiculous "goals" are unacceptable.  
 
Please prioritize the well-being of Floridians and work to lower energy bills and greenhouse 
gas emissions by setting energy efficiency savings goals of 2% for the state's utilities. 
 
Sincerely,  
 
Jessica Denis 
14 w Washington st 
Orlando FL, 32801-2313  
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Antonia Hover

From: rkastrinos=aol.com@mg.gospringboard.io on behalf of Robert Kastrinos 
<rkastrinos@aol.com>

Sent: Saturday, August 10, 2019 12:11 PM
To: Office of Commissioner Brown
Subject: Florida needs strong energy efficiency standards

Dear Ms. Brown, 
 
Florida will be severely impacted if climate change isn't stopped. We're facing more 
flooding, compromised drinking water, and life-threatening heat waves as a result of rising 
temperatures and rising sea levels.  
 
A cost-effective way to reduce harmful greenhouse gas emissions is through increasing 
energy efficiency standards for energy utilities. Investing in energy efficiency standards has 
the potential to reduce energy bills for Floridians and create quality manufacturing and 
construction jobs, all while reducing greenhouse gas emissions. 
 
I urge you to set strong energy efficiency goals this year. Several utilities have proposed 
goals of zero or close to zero in energy savings through efficiency standards. These 
ridiculous "goals" are unacceptable.  
 
Please prioritize the well-being of Floridians and work to lower energy bills and greenhouse 
gas emissions by setting energy efficiency savings goals of 2% for the state's utilities. 
 
Sincerely,  
 
Robert Kastrinos 
6718 Cocos Dr 
Orlando FL, 32807-4920  
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Antonia Hover

From: kathi.ward=gmail.com@mg.gospringboard.io on behalf of Kathi Ward 
<kathi.ward@gmail.com>

Sent: Saturday, August 10, 2019 12:10 PM
To: Office of Commissioner Brown
Subject: Florida needs strong energy efficiency standards

Dear Ms. Brown, 
 
Florida will be severely impacted if climate change isn't stopped. We're facing more 
flooding, compromised drinking water, and life-threatening heat waves as a result of rising 
temperatures and rising sea levels.  
 
A cost-effective way to reduce harmful greenhouse gas emissions is through increasing 
energy efficiency standards for energy utilities. Investing in energy efficiency standards has 
the potential to reduce energy bills for Floridians and create quality manufacturing and 
construction jobs, all while reducing greenhouse gas emissions. 
 
I urge you to set strong energy efficiency goals this year. Several utilities have proposed 
goals of zero or close to zero in energy savings through efficiency standards. These 
ridiculous "goals" are unacceptable.  
 
Please prioritize the well-being of Floridians and work to lower energy bills and greenhouse 
gas emissions by setting energy efficiency savings goals of 2% for the state's utilities. 
 
Sincerely,  
 
Kathi Ward 
727 27th Ave N 
St. Petersburg FL, 33704-2740  
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Antonia Hover

From: tdaitken=me.com@mg.gospringboard.io on behalf of Thomas Aitken 
<tdaitken@me.com>

Sent: Saturday, August 10, 2019 12:10 PM
To: Office of Commissioner Brown
Subject: Florida needs strong energy efficiency standards

Dear Ms. Brown, 
 
Florida will be severely impacted if climate change isn't stopped. We're facing more 
flooding, compromised drinking water, and life-threatening heat waves as a result of rising 
temperatures and rising sea levels.  
 
A cost-effective way to reduce harmful greenhouse gas emissions is through increasing 
energy efficiency standards for energy utilities. Investing in energy efficiency standards has 
the potential to reduce energy bills for Floridians and create quality manufacturing and 
construction jobs, all while reducing greenhouse gas emissions. 
 
I urge you to set strong energy efficiency goals this year. Several utilities have proposed 
goals of zero or close to zero in energy savings through efficiency standards. These 
ridiculous "goals" are unacceptable.  
 
Please prioritize the well-being of Floridians and work to lower energy bills and greenhouse 
gas emissions by setting energy efficiency savings goals of 2% for the state's utilities. 
 
Sincerely,  
 
Thomas Aitken 
5210 S. Jules Verne Ct. 
Tampa FL, 33611-4143  
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Antonia Hover

From: jsgeraghtyart=aol.com@mg.gospringboard.io on behalf of Jessica Smith 
<jsgeraghtyart@aol.com>

Sent: Saturday, August 10, 2019 8:05 PM
To: Office of Commissioner Brown
Subject: Florida needs strong energy efficiency standards

Dear Ms. Brown, 
 
Florida will be severely impacted if climate change isn't stopped. We're facing more 
flooding, compromised drinking water, and life-threatening heat waves as a result of rising 
temperatures and rising sea levels.  
 
A cost-effective way to reduce harmful greenhouse gas emissions is through increasing 
energy efficiency standards for energy utilities. Investing in energy efficiency standards has 
the potential to reduce energy bills for Floridians and create quality manufacturing and 
construction jobs, all while reducing greenhouse gas emissions. 
 
I urge you to set strong energy efficiency goals this year. Several utilities have proposed 
goals of zero or close to zero in energy savings through efficiency standards. These 
ridiculous "goals" are unacceptable.  
 
Please prioritize the well-being of Floridians and work to lower energy bills and greenhouse 
gas emissions by setting energy efficiency savings goals of 2% for the state's utilities. 
 
Sincerely,  
 
Jessica Smith 
2120 Harbor Rd 
Naples FL, 34104-4249  
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Antonia Hover

From: jymxoz=yahoo.com@mg.gospringboard.io on behalf of Joy Danos 
<jymxoz@yahoo.com>

Sent: Saturday, August 10, 2019 12:09 PM
To: Office of Commissioner Brown
Subject: Florida needs strong energy efficiency standards

Dear Ms. Brown, 
 
Florida will be severely impacted if climate change isn't stopped. We're facing more 
flooding, compromised drinking water, and life-threatening heat waves as a result of rising 
temperatures and rising sea levels.  
 
A cost-effective way to reduce harmful greenhouse gas emissions is through increasing 
energy efficiency standards for energy utilities. Investing in energy efficiency standards has 
the potential to reduce energy bills for Floridians and create quality manufacturing and 
construction jobs, all while reducing greenhouse gas emissions. 
 
I urge you to set strong energy efficiency goals this year. Several utilities have proposed 
goals of zero or close to zero in energy savings through efficiency standards. These 
ridiculous "goals" are unacceptable.  
 
Please prioritize the well-being of Floridians and work to lower energy bills and greenhouse 
gas emissions by setting energy efficiency savings goals of 2% for the state's utilities. 
 
Sincerely,  
 
Joy Danos 
3454 Bocage Drive Apt.407 
Orlando FL, 32812-7508  
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Antonia Hover

From: adanto=jps.net@mg.gospringboard.io on behalf of Croitiene ganMoryn 
<adanto@jps.net>

Sent: Saturday, August 10, 2019 8:04 PM
To: Office of Commissioner Brown
Subject: Florida needs strong energy efficiency standards

Dear Ms. Brown, 
 
Florida will be severely impacted if climate change isn't stopped. We're facing more 
flooding, compromised drinking water, and life-threatening heat waves as a result of rising 
temperatures and rising sea levels.  
 
A cost-effective way to reduce harmful greenhouse gas emissions is through increasing 
energy efficiency standards for energy utilities. Investing in energy efficiency standards has 
the potential to reduce energy bills for Floridians and create quality manufacturing and 
construction jobs, all while reducing greenhouse gas emissions. 
 
I urge you to set strong energy efficiency goals this year. Several utilities have proposed 
goals of zero or close to zero in energy savings through efficiency standards. These 
ridiculous "goals" are unacceptable.  
 
Please prioritize the well-being of Floridians and work to lower energy bills and greenhouse 
gas emissions by setting energy efficiency savings goals of 2% for the state's utilities. 
 
Sincerely,  
 
Croitiene ganMoryn 
6211 SE 24th Ave 
Ocala FL, 34480-8122  
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Antonia Hover

From: citizen101=earthlink.net@mg.gospringboard.io on behalf of Jeff Thompson <citizen101
@earthlink.net>

Sent: Saturday, August 10, 2019 8:03 PM
To: Office of Commissioner Brown
Subject: Florida needs strong energy efficiency standards

Dear Ms. Brown, 
 
Florida will be severely impacted if climate change isn't stopped. We're facing more 
flooding, compromised drinking water, and life-threatening heat waves as a result of rising 
temperatures and rising sea levels.  
 
A cost-effective way to reduce harmful greenhouse gas emissions is through increasing 
energy efficiency standards for energy utilities. Investing in energy efficiency standards has 
the potential to reduce energy bills for Floridians and create quality manufacturing and 
construction jobs, all while reducing greenhouse gas emissions. 
 
I urge you to set strong energy efficiency goals this year. Several utilities have proposed 
goals of zero or close to zero in energy savings through efficiency standards. These 
ridiculous "goals" are unacceptable.  
 
Please prioritize the well-being of Floridians and work to lower energy bills and greenhouse 
gas emissions by setting energy efficiency savings goals of 2% for the state's utilities. 
 
Sincerely,  
 
Jeff Thompson 
575 East Lake Road 
Quincy FL, 32351-8093  
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Antonia Hover

From: jsweetpig2=yahoo.com@mg.gospringboard.io on behalf of Jean Mack <jsweetpig2
@yahoo.com>

Sent: Saturday, August 10, 2019 8:00 PM
To: Office of Commissioner Brown
Subject: Florida needs strong energy efficiency standards

Dear Ms. Brown, 
 
Florida will be severely impacted if climate change isn't stopped. We're facing more 
flooding, compromised drinking water, and life-threatening heat waves as a result of rising 
temperatures and rising sea levels.  
 
A cost-effective way to reduce harmful greenhouse gas emissions is through increasing 
energy efficiency standards for energy utilities. Investing in energy efficiency standards has 
the potential to reduce energy bills for Floridians and create quality manufacturing and 
construction jobs, all while reducing greenhouse gas emissions. 
 
I urge you to set strong energy efficiency goals this year. Several utilities have proposed 
goals of zero or close to zero in energy savings through efficiency standards. These 
ridiculous "goals" are unacceptable.  
 
Please prioritize the well-being of Floridians and work to lower energy bills and greenhouse 
gas emissions by setting energy efficiency savings goals of 2% for the state's utilities. 
 
Sincerely,  
 
Jean Mack 
250 - 58th St North #1111 
St Petersburg FL, 33710-7956  
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Antonia Hover

From: btkillam=bellsouth.net@mg.gospringboard.io on behalf of Brenda Killam 
<btkillam@bellsouth.net>

Sent: Saturday, August 10, 2019 12:05 PM
To: Office of Commissioner Brown
Subject: Florida needs strong energy efficiency standards

Dear Ms. Brown, 
 
Florida will be severely impacted if climate change isn't stopped. We're facing more 
flooding, compromised drinking water, and life-threatening heat waves as a result of rising 
temperatures and rising sea levels.  
 
A cost-effective way to reduce harmful greenhouse gas emissions is through increasing 
energy efficiency standards for energy utilities. Investing in energy efficiency standards has 
the potential to reduce energy bills for Floridians and create quality manufacturing and 
construction jobs, all while reducing greenhouse gas emissions. 
 
I urge you to set strong energy efficiency goals this year. Several utilities have proposed 
goals of zero or close to zero in energy savings through efficiency standards. These 
ridiculous "goals" are unacceptable.  
 
Please prioritize the well-being of Floridians and work to lower energy bills and greenhouse 
gas emissions by setting energy efficiency savings goals of 2% for the state's utilities. 
 
Sincerely,  
 
Brenda Killam 
150 Jeter Ln 
Century FL, 32535-2394  

 

 




